
	

	

 

 
 

THE HAWKE® OPTICS VANTAGE HIGH-PERFORMANCE RED-DOT SIGHTS ARE ACCURATE, 
AFFORDABLE AND ERGONOMIC 

 

The New Vantage Series of Red Dots are the Ideal, Affordable Option for Hunting,  
Shooting and Tactical Use 

 
Hawke® Optics, one of the world leaders in high-quality, exceptional-performing, high-value sporting optics, puts you in the 
best possible position for the shot with the all-new Vantage Red-Dot sights. These compact, value-priced and tough-as-
nails red dots get you on target fast time and time again. This gives you the definite advantage. 
 
Red dot sights are favored among tactical shooters, target shooters, hunters and anyone else concerned with shot 
placement and fast target acquisition. The all-new Vantage sight from Hawke is perfect for handguns, AR-platform sporting 
rifles, shotguns and hunting rifles. They are a three-MOA red dot with 11-stage brightness control, so you can adapt the 
sight to the light levels you’re shooting in. The lower the light condition, the lower you make the brightness of the red dot. 
These aluminum-bodied sights are fully nitrogen purged and are water-, shock- and fogproof. The optics are 25-layer, fully 
multi-coated for extreme clarity and light gathering qualities. They are parallax-error free at 10 yards. This helps you make 
sure of what you’re looking at before you send the round down range.  
 
The Vantage red dot sights come in three sizes. The 20mm is perfect for handgun applications, while the 25mm and 30mm 
are amazing when attached to your AR or hunting rifle. All three sizes are available for Weaver-style mounting rails, or to fit 
9mm-11mm mounting rails. They come with a two-year warranty from Hawke Optics and come with batteries a lens cover, 
a honeycomb sun shade, a lens cloth and an instillation tool. They range in price from $89.00 to $99.00, making them one 
of the best values in performance red-dot sights on the market today. 
 
About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with class-leading 
innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air gun scopes to 
binoculars, spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength and precision; Hawke optics blend iconic design, 
exceptional engineering and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing experience. As awareness of 
Hawke Sport Optics continues to grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the unquestioned industry leader in optics.  
Learn more at www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 
Follow the #Hawkelife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
 

 
 

    
 
Editor’s Note: For downloadable hi-res images and press releases, visit  our online Press Room at full-throttlecommunications.com 
 


